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MARTIFER SOLAR HELLAS COMPLETES FOUR PV PLANTS IN 

GREECE 

- The four PV plants reach a total capacity of 4.5 MW and were completed in less than a 

month 

- Martifer Solar Hellas provided EPC (engineering, procurement and construction) 

turnkey services for the project 

 
Martifer Solar Hellas has completed the construction of four photovoltaic parks with a total capacity of 4.5 MW 

in Greece, in the Preveza and Pirgos regions, continuing its strategy to develop and construct large-scale 

photovoltaic systems for investors. 

The four plants, with capacities between 777 kWp and 2 MWp, cover a total area of 97,000 sq. m. and have 

been connected to the grid during this last quarter. The produced energy, around 6.65 GWh/year, is the 

equivalent to the average energy consumption of 5,000 inhabitants, and will prevent the emission of 5,850 tons 

of carbon dioxide per year into the atmosphere. 

Martifer Solar Hellas was responsible for providing EPC turnkey services, including the commissioning of the 

projects, which are installed on fixed structures with polycrystalline modules utilizing both string and central 

inverters. The construction for each project was performed in record timing, with each system completed in less 

than a month; Martifer Solar Hellas will continue to manage the O&M Service of these plants. 

Theodore Gitzos, General Manager of Martifer Solar Hellas, mentioned, “I am very satisfied that under adverse 

weather conditions and strict timeframes, our team was more than capable of completing these four projects, 

proving yet again the enormous capabilities of our company.” 

Despite the difficult macroeconomic environment, Martifer Solar Hellas remains loyal to its primary goal of 

continuing commitment to the industry, having already completed 60 photovoltaic systems throughout the 

country. 

 

 

http://www.martifersolar.com/ePc.php
http://www.martifersolar.com/countGr.php
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ABOUT MARTIFER SOLAR 

Martifer Solar is present all over the world, focusing on Project Development, EPC, O&M and the distribution of PV modules and 

components, via its subsidiary MPrime. 

The company is based in Portugal and has presence in Europe (Spain, Italy, Greece, Belgium, France, Czech Republic, Slovakia, 

United Kingdom, Germany, Romania and Ukraine), North and Latin America (United States, Canada, Mexico, Chile, Brazil and 

Ecuador), Africa (Cape Verde, Mozambique and South Africa) and Asia (India, United Arab Emirates and Singapore).  

In 2012, Martifer Solar’s revenues reached 230.8 million euros and, to date, the company has implemented more than 400 MW of 

photovoltaic solar energy worldwide. 

Martifer Solar is part of the Martifer Group, a multinational industrial group with around 3,000 employees focused on metallic 

constructions and solar energy. Martifer SGPS, SA is the holding company of the Group and has been listed on Euronext Lisbon 

since June 2007. 

LEARN MORE AT WWW.MARTIFERSOLAR.COM 

http://www.martifersolar.com/

